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Do It All                

The Time

Limited 

Experience 

Never Do 

This

101. Assist in fabrication used to maintain plant facilities and equipment using the following methods:

102. With an understanding of engine principles perform basic engine maintenance such as:

103. With a basic understanding of pump principles perform maintenance on centrifugal, positive displacement, 

and vacuum pumps such as:

104. Assist in the cleaning and repair of wet wells with consideration given to:

105. Conduct basic operation and maintenance of pipelines and valves such as:

106. Understand and perform the basic operations and maintenance of compressors and blowers including:

Mechanical Technologist Grade 1

In the rows below, select "Do It All The Time", "Limited Experience" or "Never Do This" based on your current knowledge and experience. 

Based on your responses, you can asses your overall preparedness for each Domain. 
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107. Safely and effectively repair and maintain process equipment and related components with a basic 

understanding of process equipment purpose and function such as:

108. Perform shop mathematics and techniques to calculate or determine:

109. Safely and effectively repair and maintain equipment with an understanding of basic electrical principles 

related to mechanical systems such as:

110. Repair and maintain mechanical systems while adhering to industry safety standards and regulations 

pertaining to CCR Title 8 or equivalent state regulations:
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111. Assist qualified person with lifting and moving heavy machinery or equipment with an understanding of:

112. Repair and maintain mechanical systems with the knowledge of proper use of tools such as:

113. Apply appropriate construction methods and materials to perform general maintenance such as:

114. Perform basic maintenance and repair by interpreting and applying information from:

115. Establish and maintain effective working relationships with every person

encountered in the workplace to help incorporate the concept of teamwork.
116. Communicate clearly and concisely in English, both verbally and in writing with respect to: 

Total Per Category

You may want to focus your studying in the areas where you selected "Limited Experience" or "Never 

Do This". See Mechanical Technologist Candidate Handbook.
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201. Perform fabrication to maintain facilities and equipment using the following methods:

202. With an understanding of engine operations and engine types, perform engine repair and maintenance such 

as:

203. With a thorough knowledge of pump principles regarding centrifugal, positive displacement, and vacuum 

pumps, perform pump maintenance and repair with techniques and principles such as: 

204. Clean and repair wet wells with an understanding of methods such as:

Mechanical Technologist Grade 2

In the rows below, select "Do It All The Time", "Limited Experience" or "Never Do This" based on your current knowledge and experience. 

Based on your responses, you can asses your overall preparedness for each Domain. 
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205. With knowledge of pipelines and valves, perform maintenance and repair such as:

206. Repair and maintain mechanical systems with knowledge of the operation, maintenance and repair of 

compressors and blowers and associated components such as:

207. Safely and effectively repair and maintain process equipment and related components with apprentice level 

knowledge of process equipment purpose and function such as:

208. Perform shop mathematics and techniques to calculate or determine:
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209. Safely and effectively repair and maintain equipment with a knowledge and understanding of electrical 

principles and practices including:

210. Repair and maintain mechanical systems while adhering to industry safety standards and regulations 

pertaining to CCR Title 8 or equivalent state regulations:

211. Participate in the lifting and moving of heavy machinery or equipment with knowledge and understanding of:
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212. Repair and maintain mechanical systems with the knowledge of proper use of tools such as:

213. Apply appropriate construction methods and materials with a knowledge of facility maintenance, 

construction methods and materials, to perform apprentice level maintenance such as:

214. Perform apprentice level maintenance and repair by interpreting and applying information from:

215. Establish and maintain effective working relationships with every person encountered in the workplace to 

help incorporate the concept of teamwork.

216. Communicate clearly and concisely in English, both verbally and in writing with respect to:
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217. Perform maintenance and repair with an apprentice level knowledge and understanding of power 

transmission equipment such as:

Total Per Category

You may want to focus your studying in the areas where you selected "Limited Experience" or "Never 

Do This". See Mechanical Technologist Candidate Handbook.
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301. Perform fabrication and design to maintain facilities and equipment using the following methods:

302. Oversee engine repair and maintenance program including:

303. Manage routine operations of the maintenance management program including oversight of:

304. Manage maintenance records with an understanding of:

305. Train and mentor staff and assess learning outcomes using the following techniques:

Mechanical Technologist Grade 3
In the rows below, select "Do It All The Time", "Limited Experience" or "Never Do This" based on your current knowledge and experience. 

Based on your responses, you can asses your overall preparedness for each Domain. 
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306. Apply journey level pumping principles and techniques in the repair and maintenance of centrifugal, 

positive displacement, and vacuum pumps such as:

analysis, oil analysis (tribology) and equipment trending

307. Perform journey level maintenance and repair on pipelines and valves such as:

308. Maintain and repair compressors, turbines and blowers with journey level knowledge and skill of:

309. Journey level ability to maintain and repair processing equipment such as:
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310. Utilize routine shop mathematics and techniques to calculate or determine the following:

311. Safely and effectively repair and maintain equipment with a journey level knowledge and understanding of 

electrical principles and practices including:

312. Repair and maintain mechanical systems while adhering to industry safety standards and regulations with a 

journey level knowledge and practical application pertaining to CCR Title 8 or equivalent state regulations:
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313. Participate in the lifting and moving of heavy machinery or equipment with a journey level knowledge and 

understanding of:

314. Proficiently apply and train personnel on the use of tools such as:

315. Apply appropriate knowledge of facility maintenance, construction methods and materials, to perform 

journey-level maintenance such as:

316. Perform journey level maintenance and repair by interpreting, applying, or developing:

317. Establish and maintain effective working relationships with every person encountered in the workplace to 

help incorporate the concept of teamwork.
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318. Communicate clearly and concisely in English, both verbally and in writing with respect to:

319. Perform maintenance and repair with a journey level understanding of power transmission equipment and 

techniques such as:

320. Assist in the development of, and execution of existing response plans for contingencies and emergency 

conditions such as natural disasters and catastrophic equipment failures including:

Total Per Category

You may want to focus your studying in the areas where you selected "Limited Experience" or "Never 

Do This". See Mechanical Technologist Candidate Handbook.
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401. Advanced knowledge of repair and construction of various types of equipment and facilities such as:

402. Manage the safe operation of the maintenance department and maintain appropriate levels of staff safety 

training with respect to:

403. Responsible for budget preparation and control such as:

Mechanical Technologist Grade 4
In the rows below, select "Do It All The Time", "Limited Experience" or "Never Do This" based on your current knowledge and experience. 

Based on your responses, you can asses your overall preparedness for each Domain. 
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405. Manage the planning, scheduling and oversight of complex jobs using effective management principles, 

processes, and techniques with respect to:   

406. Overseeing the implementation and management of computer software and hardware systems such as:

407. Responsible for the dissemination and adherence of pertinent federal, state and local laws, codes and 

regulations established by agencies such as:

408. Responsible for the maintenance of operating permits and compliance with regulatory requirements such 

as:

409. Oversee management and execution of policies relevant to the maintenance department with respect to:

officials.
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410. Review and provide feedback on blueprints, specifications and maps such as:

411. Establish and maintain effective working relationships with those contacted through the course of work such 

as:

412. Communicate effectively to audiences with respect to:  

413. Supervise, direct and coordinate maintenance department staff including:
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414. Maintain and manage organizational structure such as:

415. Oversee the development and implementation of response plans for contingencies and emergency 

conditions such as natural disasters and catastrophic equipment failures including:

managing the implementation and execution of emergency response plans and personnel

developing and implementing requirements for emergency response equipment and facilities

determining conditions that will warrant activation of emergency response plans

Total Per Category

You may want to focus your studying in the areas where you selected "Limited Experience" or "Never 

Do This". See Mechanical Technologist Candidate Handbook.


